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Background
 Several iterations have been made to define the layout of the

inner triplet circuit

 We have had already several presentations in reviews with
different focus:
 Magnet protection and relevant studies to define maximum

temperatures and voltages (WP3 has dealt with this subject)

 Circuit layout: what the protection mechanism in case of quench would
“demand” from the circuit in terms of distribution of voltages and
currents in different scenarios

 Failure scenarios: what if parts of the protection or circuit fail

 The main open question today is the rating of the different
current-carrying parts of the circuit, i.e.: s.c. leads, link, bus
bars

 In order to define this rating some conservative scenario had to
be selected
 We have taken decision that a full magnet quench is the situation that

would provoke the largest (and credible) current unbalance between
sub-circuits
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The circuit
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The nominal scenario
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Quench at nominal current, with zero 

current in all trim power supplies

Quench at nominal current, with maximum 

currents in all trim power supplies

CLIQ does not have any implications in the current 

rating in s.c. leads, bus bars or link
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 In a conservative scenario where one full magnet quenches by
effect of beam, what will the currents be in the parallel paths?

 In other words, what will be the currents, loads and dI/dt seen
by the bus bars, link and current leads?
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• Q2b quenches suddenly and completely 
(4 poles)

• 15 ms detection and validation

• 1 ms CLIQ firing

• 5ms heater firing

Simulation parameters

The conservative scenario
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Conservative scenario (1/2)

Worst-case for Leads B and D, and for the three crowbars of the 

trim power supplies

Initial currents: IMS=16.5 kA, ITS1=ITS3=-2 kA, ITS2=-0.12 kA. 

Quench of the entire Q2b coil (all four poles)
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Conservative scenario (2/2)

Worst-case for Lead C

Initial currents: IMS=16.5 kA, ITS1= ITS2=ITS3=0. Quench of the 

entire Q2b coil (all four poles)



Peak currents and dI/dt through s.c. leads and link
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Simulated worst-case peak currents (Ip), thermal loads (TL) and current changes 
(dI/dt) in various circuit elements, after an instantaneous quench of the entire 

Q2b coil at nominal current

*Values in the case O-QH+I-QH that are very similar to O-QH
**Values in the case O-QH+I-QH that are very similar to O-QH+CLIQ

Elements O-QH O-QH+CLIQ*

Ip [kA] TL [MIIt] dI/dt* [kA/s] Ip [kA]** TL [MIIt]** dI/dt [kA/s]

Lead A 16.5 29.8 106 16.5 26.4 170

Lead B 5.6 3.9 53 4.4 2.3 80

Lead C 4.9 2.5 10 3.2 1.0 19

Lead D 5.6 3.9 53 4.4 2.3 80

Lead E 16.5 29.8 106 16.5 26.4 192

Crowbar

TS1

5.6 3.9 53
4.4 2.3

80

Crowbar

TS2

4.9 2.5 10
3.2 1.0

19

Crowbar

TS3

5.6 3.9 53
4.4 2.3

80

“Equivalent times” can be deduced from MIITs 

and Ip in an approximate manner: MIIT/(Ip)2

Eq. time 

[ms]
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How can we limit the current through the link 

and leads?

Two different cases have been studied:

1. Adding resistances on the crowbars

2. Including Cold Diodes in the circuit
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Adding resistances to the crowbars
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RcrowQ1 = 15 mΩ

RcrowQ2a = 80 mΩ

RcrowQ2b = 80 mΩ

RcrowQ3 = 15 mΩ

Maximum current decrease 

of less than 200A in the trim 

circuits → Low impact 

(MIITS and current peaks)
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RcrowQ1 = 15 mΩ

RcrowQ2a = 80 mΩ

RcrowQ3 = 15 mΩ

Diode Vf = 6 V 
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Currents through cold diodes and bus bars

 A maximum of 3kA is observed in bus bars 
interconnecting mid-points between diodes and 
coils
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Cold diodes
 A long development programme was conducted  during the 

LHC design years to find adequate diodes which would have 
the required
 Radiation tolerance

 Electrical properties in terms of turn-on, forward and reverse voltage 
characteristics

 Endurance for long time constants and long term behavior (thermal 
cycles)

 All of the above at cold

 The radiation resistance limit for the installed diode, diffusion 
type is: ~2 kGy, 1013n.cm-2

 There were some epitaxial diodes manufactured and tested 
(more than 20 years ago) up to ~ 50 kGy, 1015 n.cm-2

 This development was interrupted once the revised (much lower) 
radiation calculations were presented, together with the success with 
diffusion diodes
 Epitaxial diodes: one needed to  stack them to have sufficient margin for 

ramping, had reduced reverse voltage capabilities and were much more 
expensive 

 We can’t base ourselves on this as a granted result
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Cold diode references

 http://cds.cern.ch/record/709124/files/lhc-
project-report-688.pdf 

 http://cds.cern.ch/record/333076/files/lhc-
project-report-131.pdf

 http://cds.cern.ch/record/293226/files/at-
95-048.pdf
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Outlook (1/2)

 All these simulations will be confirmed in coming days

 WP6a should now analyze the impact to the designs
 Current carrying capabilities (i.e. superconductor)

 Thermal (Quench) load (i.e. stabiliser)

 If one wants absolutely to limit the current through leads 
and bus bars to the present baseline, one should include 
cold diodes

 But:
 We don’t know today the radiation dose / n fluence at the position 

of the DFX (if this was the place retained)
 Meeting was held with Ruben Garcia Alia; results in coming weeks 

 Depending on dose/n-fluence, a long diode development might 
be necessary –costly!

 The bus bars connecting the magnets to the diodes should have 
the adequate cross section (i.e. space has to be allocated)
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Outlook (2/2)

 All results related to simulations on the inner triplet 
circuit are contained on a report that E. Ravaioli
(LBNL) has prepared and that is ready for the 
approval round

 Final layout of the circuit to be prepared before the 
end of the year
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Thanks for your attention
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Many thanks to Emmanuele Ravaioli (LBNL) for his persistent efforts 

and availability in order to complete the mentioned report, source of 

this presentation

Thanks to Reiner Denz for the cold diodes data and references
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